Introduction
Similar myths are found across many cultures. The eight-tailed dragon slain by a hero Susa-no-wo in Japanese mythology has its counterparts in Babilonia, Greek, Hebrew, Christian and many other myths. For example, Marduk slaying Tiamut in the Babilonian Epic Enuma Elich, Hercules slaying Hydra, Theseus slaying Minotaur, and Perseus slaying the sea monster in Greek myths and St. Michael fighting against the dragon (in disguise of a beast with ten horns and seven heads) and St. George slaying the dragon in the Christian legend.
I know this is "the second brew of tea" (a Japanese phrase) or a secondhand metaphor to compare system complexity with dragons or monsters. F. Brooks took the werewolf to be shot by a silver bullet as a metaphor of software engineering complexity [2] and the compiler book by Aho & Ullman [1] (the dragon book) is well-known for its cover illustration of a dragon symbolizing complexity of compiler design. But it would be interesting to re-visit myths in the multi-cultural viewpoint as the ICECCS this year is held in Shanghai, China. The dragon in China, for that matter, has been traditionally regarded as a sacred creature and exclusively used by historical emperors to symbolize their mighty power.
Characteristics of Modern Software
Since the inception of software engineering in the late 1960's, its main target to attack has been complexity of software. But until the mid 1990's, software complexity mostly stemmed from its size, i.e. the larger, the more complex.
Characteristics of software in the past decade changed drastically. They can be described with four epithets: ubiquitous, evolving, diverse and reliability-sensitive.
ubiquitous Software can be found everywhere. Embedded software are invisible but reside in automobiles, TV, digital cameras, air conditioners and other home electric appliances, mobile phones and other communication devices. Software can be accessed from everywhere through the Internet. People may not buy software products but buy services provided by software over the network.
Thus, users in general do not consciously demand software but actual market demand is enormous in volume and in availability.
evolving Development cycles of software are getting much shorter. Most of the development efforts are spent for changing and enhancing the existing software functions, where the change is continuous and its speed is ever accelerating. The boundary between new construction and maintenance is getting blurred and evolution is dynamic in the sense that changes have to be introduced to the current system without stopping it. Proceeding this direction even further, the eventual target is to construct systems fully adaptable to environmental changes. Research pursuing self-managed, self-organized, autonomous or context-sensitive systems has been conducted for quite a while but the time may be ripe for putting such ideas into practice.
diverse A large number of variations of a software system are demanded for different users, different media and different contexts. Recent high attention on software product lines partly symbolizes this phenomenon. Thus, small production of many different type products, rather than mass-production of few kinds of products, is becoming a more serious issue, which conventional software engineering has not been particularly taking care of.
reliability sensitive As software has so widely and deeply penetrated into society, the effect of failure or malfunction of software is tremendous. It is highly required that software behave as expected so that users can trust it; services of software be always available without sudden break-down; no abuse of software such as invasion of privacy be possible; and software should be strong enough to protect itself from malicious attacks.
The challenge is awesome and clearly different from the old challenge of developing large-scale monolithic software for mainframes. Each unit of software (a (sub)system or a module) may not be very large but complexity arises from the overwhelming number of components to be integrated together and also the speed of change and the diversity of deployment.
"New Approaches to Software Construction" Project
With the motivation described in the previous section in mind, we started a four-and-a-half year project named the "New Approaches to Software Construction (NASC)" in October 2001. It is sponsored by MEXT (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) of Japanese Government, comprised in Grant-in-Aid Scientific Research on Priority Area "Informatics". The priority area "Informatics" is composed of six projects as listed in Table  1 . Each project is comprised of 10 to 20 groups, all of them from academia. The total fund is about 800 M yen/year. 24 groups belong to the NASC project, two of which are larger in scale than the other 22. Each group has its own specific research theme. The author chairs the whole NASC project and also leads one of the larger groups, whose theme is "High Reliability Component-Based Software Engineering". Another name for this component-based software research is Kumiki or wood assembling craft, an example shown in Figure 2 . Kumiki assembles wooden pieces without nails, glue or clasps. We use Kumiki craft as a symbol for assembling components. There are two major objectives in our research. They are to find:
1. how to design components and composition; 2. how to enhance reliability of components as well as systems integrating those components.
The approaches we have taken to attain those objectives are as follows.
1. Clean and flexible modularization to conquer structure complexity 2. Formal reasoning to conquer behavioral complexity
We will explain these approaches in the following two sections.
Clean and Flexible Modularization
Modularization is a powerful means to conquer structural complexity. Components are obtained as results of modularization. Modularized components are desired to satisfy both generality and evolvability.
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A component should be general enough to be used (or reused) in various situations. For that purpose, it should have a clear meaning, interface and cohesion and better be stable over time. Such feature also enhances understandability of a component.
Decomposition to modular components is conducted according to a certain criterion reflecting a view or concern. Separation of concerns is a key concept in designing software architecture based on components. However, one way of modularization is often in conflict with another way of modularization derived from a different concern. Research activities gathering under the name of Aspect Oriented Software Development (AOSD) have started with this recognition and explore ways of obtaining compatible modularization neatly covering multiple concerns.
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Components should be easily added, removed, or replaced without affecting a significant impact on system behaviors. Of course, some changes have to influence system behaviors if the intention is to change system functions but such effects should be within a foreseeable range and be kept under control.
As explained in Section 2, modern software has to provide multiple variations so that this evolvability feature is indispensable. The advanced feature of autonomous adaptability may also be desired at least in some area. However, such adaptability or flexibility and module stability are often in conflict. Some way of finding a good balance in between is desired.
AOSD partly answers to this question. Actually, some members of Kumiki group are actively studying aspect oriented programming and have published results [6, 7, 14] . But, here, we would like to introduce our role based model called Epsilon [17, 16] .
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To achieve the goal of realizing object adaptation to environments, we propose a new role-based model Epsilon and a language EpsilonJ. In Epsilon, an environment is defined as a field of collaboration between roles and an object adapts to the environment assuming one of the roles. The key features of Epsilon are as follows.
1. Objects can freely enter or leave environments and belong to multiple environments at a time so that dynamic adaptation or evolution of objects is realized.
2. Environments as fields of collaborations and roles are the first class constructs at runtime as well as at model description time so that separation of concerns is not only materialized as a static structure but also observed as behaviors.
3. Environments encapsulating collaboration are independent reuse components to be deployed separately from objects that participate in them.
The history of object-oriented technology is abundant with role models [15] . The major objective of considering roles has been to describe collaboration of objects and identify clear and solid boundary of each object. An object may take part in multiple collaborations assuming different roles in different collaborations. Thus, the characteristics of an object may be clarified by consolidating roles the object plays in multiple collaborations.
A typical way of describing a collaboration is by specifying use cases or behavioral scenarios as observable behaviors of the collaboration. A "role" in this context is captured as an aspect of objects engaged in collaboration and considered in the analysis phase for listing up functions or behaviors of an object to define a clear boundary of the object. Thus, its granularity is smaller than that of an object and conceptually comparable to the level of methods.
In some other OO development methodologies, the concept of roles is given a higher position so that the term role modelling is created and extensively used. A typical example is the OOram methodology [13] , which not only defines role models but also integrates them with OO models through the step of role model synthesis.
The major motivation for our research is to devise a mechanism for object adaptation to environments. An environment in the context of role model is regarded as a collaboration field and in order to realize adaptation, objects should be allowed to enter collaboration environments by assuming roles and to leave from environments by discarding roles dynamically. At this point, our approach parts from the above other methods.
The basic design principles of our model Epsilon can be summarized as follows.
Support adaptive evolution In our model, objects evolve by participating in environments and assuming their roles. Participation can be made dynamically and leaving the environment is also allowed dynamically. An object is free to belong to multiple environments at a time.
Describe separation of concerns Each environment represents a concern so that separation of concerns is explicitly supported by the model. Interactions between concerns are realized through objects simultaneously assuming roles of different collaboration environments.
Advance reuse Besides objects, environments including roles can be units of reuse. Moreover, since environments and roles are given the status of first class constructs in a proposed programming language, collaboration patterns can be reused directly as programming level components.
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EpsilonJ
Our aim is to support description of collaboration not just at the model level but also at the programming level. Collaboration model is built not for identifying objects but to manipulate collaboration environments and their roles directly and reuse them as program components.
Our language named EpsilonJ has the following constructs to support the above mentioned model features. EpsilonJ is an extension of Java, basically following the Java syntax.
Declaration of environments and roles
In EpsilonJ, environments are called "contexts." Context and role are declared with attributes and methods just like object classes. Declaration of role is placed inside of context declaration, similar to inner classes of Java but the coupling between a context and its roles is stronger than that of an outer class and inner classes as we will see later. Instances of contexts and roles are created dynamically.
Encapsulation of roles in environments
As declaration of roles is confined in a context, their interaction is encapsulated within the context. Roles in a context can communicate with each other but cannot access to other contexts and roles in other contexts directly. Collaboration is naturally described on the role instance basis.
Following is an example program to show how context and role are declared and collaboration between roles are described. When the qualifier "static" is declared in a role definition, there is exactly one instance of that role in a context instance and it is created at the time of the context instance creation. Note that this semantics of "static" is different from that of the Java nested classes. In Java, a static class declared in a class is not an inner class; it has no current instance of the enclosing class. On the other hand, a "static" role in a context is associated with its enclosing context instance. It only means the role instance is a singleton in the context. The singleton role instance can be referred by the role name within the context and by the role name qualified with the context instance reference outside of the context.
For example, after a context instance is created as:
the role instance of Employer can be referred by c.Employer.
Role instance creation
When a role is not declared "static" its role instances can be created by an indefinite number, using the keyword "new" and a constructor. For example: As this example shows, a role instance is necessarily associated with the enclosing context instance and thus the constructor should be qualified by a context instance reference, not by context type (i.e. you have to write new x.R2() rather than new X.R2()).
A set of instances of a role is called a role group. A role group is associated with a context instance and it is referred by the role name. When a method of a role that has multiple instances is called by referring just its role name, the method is invoked for all the role instances in nondeterministic order and when the method has a return value, the one from the last invocation will be returned. Thus, the method call Employee.getPaid(salary) in the method declaration of pay() in Employer role is interpreted as calling methods getPaid of all the Employee instances.
If you want to control the order of invocation and the returned value, you should call the method of role instances individually. If you use the given order but want to control over each invocation, a method Iterator iterate() is available. It is applied to a role group and returns an Iterator that iterates over the current role instances.
Role as a type
As the example in the previous subsection shows, a role name is also used as a type name. A typical usage of the role name as a type is in the parameter list of a method defined in another role. For example:
When a role name is used to designate a type outside of the context, it must be qualified by its context name, as the previous example,
shows.
Binding of objects with roles
An object can be dynamically bound to a role of a context and can be unbound later. An object may be bound to multiple roles of different contexts. When an object is bound to a role, it acquires the functions of the role, i.e. it can call the role's methods as the following example shows. A method bind(Object o) is defined in all roles, meaning to bind the Object o to the role instance whose bind method is being invoked.
A method newBind(Object o) is defined in all non-static roles, meaning to create a new role instance and bind the Object o to it. The newBind method is actually a two step process: todai.Employee.newBind(suzuki) is equivalent to (new todai.Employee()).bind(suzuki).
After the binding, the object bound to a role acquires an access to the role instance and thus can use the role methods as shown in the above program piece. This mechanism of role method access through the binding to an object can be regarded as a kind of delegation.
Our design choice of defining the binding operation between an object and a role instance, not between an object class and a role class, is intentional and has rationale. We could have characterized a role as a slot or a template where a binding object is inserted. We did not do so, because in some cases, it would be useful for a role instance to retain its own state after detaching from the binding object. For example, suppose a person object Tanaka took a role of the account department head at the company Todai but then the role was replaced by Suzuki. It would be appropriate that the role instance of the account head still retains the state of the work left unfinished by Tanaka and lets Suzuki succeed it.
Instead of sasaki.(todai.Employer).pay(), one may want to write just:
sasaki.pay(); but it is not allowed for the following two reasons.
1. Since an object can be bound to multiple role instances, the above expression can be ambiguous.
2. By explicitly indicating the bound role, static type checking is possible.
However, even with this static type checking mechanism, whether the object is really bound to the designated role so that the method can be found without failure should be checked dynamically, because binding and unbinding are dynamic operations. This is a cost we have to pay for realizing dynamic deployment. To help dynamic type checking, a method Object boundObject() is predefined to each role instance or a static role that returns the object it is bound to and null if no object is bound.
A method <Role> unbind() is defined in all roles. This method can be applied to a role instance or a static role. When the role is bound to an object, its binding is dissolved and the reference to the role instance is returned. When the role is not bound to an object, its effect is no operation.
Required interface
If binding an object with a role just brings about disjoint union of the methods in the object and the role, nothing particularly interesting will happen. There should be some interaction between the object and the role that are bound together so that the state and the behavior of the object should be affected by the binding.
For that purpose, there is a way of defining an interface to a role and it is used at the time of binding with an object, requiring the object to supply that interface, i.e. the binding object should possess all the methods specified in the interface. A required interface can be declared using the requires phrase as follows. To reduce a plethora of names, there is an anonymous required interface expression as follows. 
Method import
When a required interface is declared to a role, methods can be imported to the role from the binding object. For example, suppose the class Person has a method deposit such as: the method deposit(int) of tanaka is imported to the Employee role instance through the interface. The binding object class may explicitly implement the interface like:
class Person implements Deposit { string name; int money; void deposit(int s) { money+=s; } } but it is not mandatory. It is only necessary to have a method that has the same name and the same signature required by the role. After the binding, whenever the method deposit(int) of the role instance is called, the corresponding method of tanaka is invoked.
The binding object may even have a method with a different name but the same signature as the required method. In that case, binding with the replacing phrase is used to specify the correspondence. For example, suppose the class Person is defined as:
class Person { string name; int money; void save(int s) { money+=s; } } Then, the binding operation should be given by:
todai.Employee.newBind(tanaka) replacing deposit(int) with save(int);
After this binding, whenever the method deposit(int) of the role instance is called, the method save(int) of tanaka is invoked instead. In general, when a role has a required interface declaration, every interface method should be explicitly replaced at the time of binding by a binding object method, except when the object possesses a method with the same name and the same signature.
Method export
All public methods declared in role's are "exported" in a sense that they can be used from the binding object. But here, we focus on the case where an interface method is overridden in the role body. For example, thereafter whenever the method save of tanaka is called, the overriding role method deposit is invoked instead. This can be regarded as method export from the role to the binding object.
Method import/export
When an interface method is overridden by the corresponding role method, the replacing method of the binding object becomes hidden. If there is a need for invoking the hidden method in the context, either in the body of the overriding method or in other role (or context) methods, it is possible to invoke it by attaching the qualifier super to the method name. For example, 
Comparison with AspectJ
One of the most unique features of EpsilonJ is its dynamic nature. Among the well-known AOSD methods, MDSOC and its language Hyper/J [11] is relatively closer to our approach but composition of "features" in MDSOC is on the class-to-class basis at compile time, while composition of roles with objects in EpsilonJ is on the instance-to-instance basis at runtime. Aspect-oriented programming with AspectJ has a feature of adding aspects dynamically as well as statically [5] . The main objective of writing aspects is to deal with crosscutting concerns. It implies that there already exists some structure of module decomposition but in adding a new type of concern, related pieces of code are distributed among modules, cross-cutting the existing structure. Our intention is that each concern can be encapsulated in a collaboration context that has a clear meaning and can be comprehended independently. They are related through objects that participate in multiple collaborations and so there should be no problem of "cross-cutting."
Although efforts have been made to design software based on the AOP principle from the beginning, under the name of "early aspects" [12] , the normal framework of mind for thinking aspects assumes the existing program code as a target of inserting advices to join points. On the other hand, Epsilon's way of thinking assumes no existing code and designs collaboration contexts independently. The work corresponding to designating pointcuts and attaching advices is executed by binding objects to roles. AspectJ provides features of specifying sophisticated pointcut conditions, whereas EpsilonJ only allows replacement on the method-to-method basis. Our experience of writing a number of examples in EpsilonJ lets us believe that this limitation of EpsilonJ practically brings no problems while it enhances the level of resulting programs' behavioral comprehension but we have to accumulate more experiences, developing large application programs to really endorse this claim.
Comparison with Caesar
One of the aspect-oriented model/languages that have similar objectives with EpsilonJ is Caesar [8] . The goal of Caesar is to decouple aspect interface, aspect implementation and aspect binding. The aspect interface is called ACI (Aspect Collaboration Interface) with multiple mutually recursive nested types, which roughly corresponds to the context of EpsilonJ, where a role corresponds to a nested type.
For example, the observer pattern is written in Caesar by nested ACI's and their implementation as follows. This is more concise, partly because the interface and the implementation is not separated in EpsilonJ. But the essential point of the observer pattern is the interaction that when the subject's state is changed, it notify's the observers. This crucial behavior is not expressed in the interface of ObserverProtocol in Caesar and only given by the "implementation." The other reason the description in EpsilonJ is shorter is that the operations of adding and removing observers can be omitted, because they are taken care of by the innate binding and unbinding mechanism of EpsilonJ.
A more important difference is observed in the way of aspect binding in Caesar and the binding in EpsilonJ. In EpsilonJ, binding and unbinding of roles and objects are normal runtime operations and thus dynamic deployment is naturally realized. On the other hand, deployment in Caesar requires multiple steps.
Firstly, ACI (ObserverProtocol in this case) and its implementation (ObserverProtocolImpl in this case) has to be bound. Secondly, the ACI's (ObserverProtocol and its nested interfaces, Subject and Observer, in this case) have to be bound to concrete classes. It is done by a new construct that employs a wrapping mechanism. As wrapper instantiation raises a couple of issues, the feature of wrapper recycling to prevent wrapping of the same object and the feature of most specific wrappers to handle polymorphism are introduced. In the description of binding, pointcuts and advices in the sense of AOP may also be defined. Thirdly, the ACI, its implementation and binding classes are composed together to make a new unit called weavelet. Lastly, the weavelet has to be deployed using another new construct deploy. Moreover, there are two types of deployment, static and dynamic.
All these features are realized without any specific constructs in EpsilonJ owing to the dynamic instance-based binding with type constraint (given by the requires interface). As binding and unbinding are just methods of roles, it is also easy to encapsulate specific binding(/unbinding) of objects and roles of a context or possibly a set of roles in a class (e.g. binding figures like points and lines to the observer pattern) so that "static deployment" is realized.
Environment change
In general, an environment changes over time and objects in that environment should change accordingly. However, our model does not directly support changes of environments. It is possible to simulate the situation where objects are affected by environment change by preparing multiple environments and letting objects leave one environment to enter another. This is based on our design decision. If we allow flexibility at all levels, be it context/role or object, it is hard to design a model based on distinction between what is relatively stable and what is not. We confine the adaptation feature to objects' dynamic participation into and separation from collaboration contexts, which we assume makes modelling simpler. So our intended programming style is to accumulate typical collaboration contexts as a reuse library, build domain objects according to applications, create concrete collaboration contexts using the library components and enter objects to appropriate collaborations.
Formal Reasoning
To enhance reliability of components as well as systems composed of components, a formal approach is indispensable. Particularly to conquer behavioral complexity, an effective way is to describe the target system in a formal language and reason about its behavior employing some kind of formal inference method such as theorem proving and model checking.
Model checking has been attracting much attention as a means for reasoning about software properties, partly because it is well-suited to dealing with state models and thus useful for reasoning about behavioral aspects of software. However, as model checking is expensive in terms of efforts, it is not realistic to validate every application using model checking. Thus, we took an approach of employing model checking to reason about a standard component framework. 
Overview of EJB Architecture
EJB architecture has a structure as shown in Figure 3 . When a client requires a bean it wants to access, using a name server called JNDI, an object reference with an interface Home is obtained. Through the Home reference, a bean object can be created and its proxy with an interface Remote is passed to the client. After that, all requests from the client are accepted by the Remote and delegated to the bean.
A bean operates under the control of the Container. The Container uses the EJB server functions to execute runtime services such as passivation, persistence and garbage collection.
There are two types of Enterprise JavaBeans: Entity Beans and Session Beans. An Entity Bean resides in the persistent storage and may be shared by multiple clients. A Session Bean is created for each single client and executes a transaction accessing possibly multiple Entity Beans. Figure 4 shows their relation. An Entity Bean behaves as Figure 5 . Labels attached to the transitions are methods of the Entity Bean and a state transition takes place by method invocation. A new Entity Bean is created by ejbCreate and removed by ejbRemove. ejbStore and ejbLoad are methods concerning persistence, the former stores into and the latter loads from the persistent storage. ejbPassivate and ejbActivate are methods concerning passivation, the former moves out the bean from the main memory and the 
Model Checker SPIN
Model checker SPIN was developed by G. Holzmann at AT& T Bell Lab [3] . We used SPIN to analyze EJB component architecture. In SPIN, a model is specified in a specification language Promela. Properties to be checked are described by Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).
Language constructs of Promela are processes and channels connecting processes. Following is a piece of Promela code for defining Entity Bean. The code of EntityBean uses an if sentence without guards to express a nondeterministic choice. Processes interact each other by message exchange through channels. The concept of channel is similar to that of Hoare's CSP and Milner's CCS or calculus. That is, c!e means sending expression e over channel c and c?v means storing a value received through channel c in variable v. In the EntityBean program, an expression like mthd?ejbActivate is used for a guard, which means matching a message ejbActivate with the first element of channel mthd and becomes true it the matching succeeds. The expressions ejbActivate, ejbPassivate, and BM are constants, where BM stands for a business method.
Our next example code is EJBObject specified as a Promela process. EJBObject is a proxy object of a bean accessed through Remote. 
Figure 6. Behavior of Container
Container is modeled in Promela with about 250 lines of code.
Verification of properties
Properties to be validated are written in LTL. Temporal operators used in LTL of SPIN arē G È P is always true. F È P is eventually true.
¯ÉUÈ P is eventually true and until then Q is always true.
We will show some examples of LTL expressions to be satisfied by Entity Bean's behavior.
1. Whenever, BM is requested by the client to the Entity Bean at the "pooled" state, ejbActivate will be eventually invoked.
2. After ejbActivate, when BM is invoked, ejbLoad should have been invoked by then.
3. After BM, when EJB server executes ejbPassivate, it should have executed ejbStore by then.
A LTL expression like above is transformed to a Büchi automaton in SPIN. Büchi automaton is a kind of finite state automata, similar to the ordinary one that accepts regular expressions but in order to accept infinitely long input strings, acceptance states are defined instead of termination states. When a transition falls in an acceptance state, the execution does not necessarily stop there but may continue further transitions.
The simplest liveness property expression: 
Figure 7. LTL Transformation to Büchi Automaton
Promela can be regarded as an automaton without any transformation. A product of the model automaton and the Büchi automaton generated from the negated LTL formula to be validated is constructed. If the product automaton has empty acceptance language, verification is successful. If there is a sentence accepted by the automaton, it gives a counter example of the required property. This is the effect of negating the LTL formula.
We construct an automaton from the EJB model defined in Promela combined with an assumed client model and further synthesizing the automaton produced from the negation of the LTL formula to be verified. The above three properties all turn out to be valid.
However, some of liveness properties such as when the client issues a request, the corresponding action of the Entity Bean will be eventually invoked, are not necessarily satisfied so simply.
For example, 4. When the client requires remove, ejbRemove will eventually be invoked.
is not verified. Taking a look at the counter example reveals the phenomenon of live-lock where ejbStore and ejbLoad are invoked alternately and prevents progress. This live-lock can be eliminated under a certain fairness assumption but still the formula (4) cannot be satisfied. As Figure 5 shows, Entity Bean moves from "ready" to "pooled" either by ejbRemove or by ejbPassivate. ejbRemove is invoked according to remove request by the client but ejbPassivate is invoked by Container as a runtime service.
After remove is issued by the client, if Container independently invokes ejbPassivate, ejbReomve will lose the chance of being invoked. This situation is not considered in EJB 1.1 Specification and must be an oversight in the specification.
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We did some work on combining the model checking technique with aspect-oriented modeling/programming. One of the results is as reported in Ubayashi & Tamai [18] . It is motivated by the observation that in AOP, a program and an aspect or multiple aspects are woven together to produce an executable program but it is not easy to reason about behaviors of the woven program. We proposed a method for employing the model checking technique to verify woven programs.
The concept of aspect orientation is useful not only at the programming level but also at the analysis modeling level. We proposed a way of formally describing aspects at the modeling level and combining aspects under the role modeling framework [9] . For this study, we employed Alloy [4] . The target domain is the security area, specifically analyzing JAAS (Java Authentication & Authorization Service).
Conclusion
The dragon that Susa-no-wo slew had structural complexity of eight heads and eight tails as well as behavioral complexity of devouring young women and destroying hills and valleys. Susa-no-wo resolved the behavioral complexity by giving it eight barrels of wine to make its behavior tractable and resolved the structural complexity by hacking it to pieces by a sword.
Our approach is not that simple and straightforward. But we believe that clean and flexible modularization and formal reasoning are good weapons to conquer complexity of modern software with.
